35 TAPE PRINTER KEYBOARD AND
35 RECEIVING ONLY TYPING REPERFORATOR BASE

ACTUAL WIRING DIAGRAMS
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1. GENERAL

1.01 The electrical components installed on the 35 Tape Printer Keyboards and 35 Receiving Only Typing Reperforator Base are illustrated in the attached actual wiring diagrams.

1.02 The actual wiring diagram presents a physical picture of each electrical component. The individual leads to each component are marked with their distant terminating points and wire color codes.

2. ACTUAL WIRING DIAGRAMS

35 TAPE PRINTER KEYBOARDS

2.01 Wiring diagrams 5868WD, 5890WD, and 5934WD cover the LTPK800 (Bell 35A), LTPK801 (Bell 35B), and LTPK802 (Bell 35C) Tape Printer Keyboards, respectively.

35 RECEIVING ONLY TYPING REPERFORATOR BASE

2.02 Wiring diagram 5846 WD covers the LRB300 (Bell 35A) Receiving Only Typing Reperforator Base.